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Optimal Control of Stochastic Dynamical Systems 
N.  U.  AHMED 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
In this paper the question of existence of stochastic optimal controls for 
a large class of stochastic differential systems with finite memory is considered. 
A generalized system of stochastic ontrols taking values almost surely in 
a w*-compaet set g CL~(I, E ~) is introduced. This class of controls is very 
general. Existence of an optimal random control from the class of admissible 
controls is proved using certain results due to Fleming and Nisio (1966, pp. 777- 
794) and Prohorov and Skorokhod (1956, pp. 157-214, 261-289) under much 
weaker hypothesis than those given by Fleming and Nisio, and Becket and 
Mandrekar. The problem on systhesis of optimal feedback controller is briefly 
discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Fleming and Nisio (1966, pp. 777-794) initiated the question of existence 
of optimal controls for a class of stochastic differential systems with memory. 
This class of systems is described by a generalized Ito differential equation (3) 
dx(t) = F(t, x(s); s ~ t) du(t) + G(t, x(s), w(s); s ~ t) dw(t), (1.1) 
t ~ 0, where F and G are continuous nonanticipative matrix-valued 
functionals of Volterra type, w is a vector-valued Wiener process, and u is a 
vector-valued control process belonging to the class of absolutely continuous 
functions. For details of the conditions imposed on F and G, the reader is 
referred to (Fleming and Nisio, 1966, p. 782). Fleming and Nisio proved 
the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the system 1.1 along the same 
line as in Ito and Nisio (1964, pp. 1-75) and Ito (1951, p. 30). Description of 
the system 1.1 suggests a very special structure for F, since in case the noise 
term G = 0, the system 1.1 reduces to a very special class of functional 
differential equations given by x(t) = F(t, x(s); s ~ t) ~i(t), t ~> 0. In Ahmed 
(1969, pp. 44-53) this condition was relaxed and results similar to those of 
Fleming and Nisio were reported. 
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In this paper we consider an optimal control problem similar to that of 
Fleming and Nisio (1966) for the following general class of systems: 
t dx(t) -- F(t, x(s), u(s); t -- T ~ s <~ t) dt 
s + a(t, x(s), ~o(s); t - r <~, <~ t) aw(t) 
(t e I & [to, tl], 0 <~ T < oo, 
subject to the past conditions that {x_(t), t e I~ ~ [t o -- T, to] } is a given 
stochastic process with x( t )= x_(t) for t e I~ and u_(t), t e I~ is a fixed 
essentially bounded measurable function representing the past values of the 
control. Description of the system S allows the drift term F to depend 
explicitly on the delayed values of the control also. In both Fleming and 
Nisio (1966, p. 782) and Baker and Mandrekar (1968, p. 8), F and G were 
assumed to be continuous in t on/ ,  a condition which has been omitted in 
this paper. Further, the Lipschitz conditions imposed on F and G in this 
paper are relaxed compared to those in Fleming and Nisio, (1966, p. 782; 
Becker and Mandrekar, p. 9). 
SOME NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGY 
(i) For each te l '  ~ I~w I, x(t) eE~; for each te I ,  xEC( I ' ,E  ~) (the 
space of continuous functions defined on I '  and taking values in E ~) and 
u e L~o(I ', E r) (the space of essentially bounded measurable functions taking 
values in E r); F takes values in E ~. Similarly for each t e I, x e C(I', E n) and 
w e C(I', E~); G takes values in the space of real or complex-valued matrices. 
In other words, F and G are vector-valued and matrix-valued functionals, 
respectively, and w is an m-vector Wiener process. 
(ii) Given a stochastic process {x(t), t e I} Br,s(x) denotes the least 
Borer algebra generated by {x(t), r ~ t ~ s}. B~.s(dw) denotes the smallest 
Borel algebra generated by the increments {w(t) --  w(~-), r ~ T ~ t ~ s} 
of the m-vector Wiener process {w(t)t e I'}. The least Borel algebra that 
contains the algebras Ba, B2 .... , B~ is denoted by B1 v B2 ,..., v B n . The 
Borel algebra corresponding to the continuous stochastic process {x_(t), t eI~}, 
representing the past values of the states of the system S, is denoted by B_ 
for breivity. 
(iii) No distinction will be made in the notation for the norm of a matrix 
and a vector. I f  z is a matrix then its norm is given by 
(~ )1/2 
lz[ ~ z,jI2 
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and if z is a vector its norm is denoted again by I z I and is given by 
(~ 1 z, l 2) 1/2- The notation l] "11 is used for the norm of a function belonging 
to a normed space. 
STATEMENT Ol? THE PROBLEM 
Consider the system S and let U be any compact convex subset of E ~ and 
define K ~ {u c L°~(I, E ~) : u(t) ~ U for almost all t ~I}. Since U is compact 
and convex the set K CL~(I 'E ~) is w*-compact and w*-closed, a con- 
sequence of Alaoglu's theorem (Dunford, 1964, Theorem 2, p. 424). Since 
LI*(I , E ~) = L~°(I, E~), and LI(I , E ~) is a separable Banach space, it follows 
from Theorem 1 (Dunford, 1964, Theorem 1, p. 426) that the set K is 
metrizable with the metric p as given in Dunford. It will be assumed 
throughout the paper that K & K~ is equipped with this metric topology. 
Define 
K' a= {u¢L~(I  ', Er): u(t) = Xi~u_(t) + Xiv(t): v ~K}, 
where X~ = 1 for t ff J and equals zero for t ¢ J. 
Let (p :C( I ,E  ~) x L~(I, E *) --+ R o A {r : r ~ 0} be any real-valued 
nonnegative lower semicontinuous functional. The problem is to choose a 
stochastic process {u(t), t e l} taking values in the metric space K (with 
probability one) so that the expectation of the cost functional q0 denoted by 
d~o(x, u) is a minimum subject o the condition that x is the response of the 
control system S under the action of the control u. 
It will be shown that the above problem has a solution under a set of 
reasonably weaker assumptions ( ee Section 3). 
STOCHASTIC CONTROLS 
Let (12, B, P) be the probability space on which the system (x_, w) is 
based and let B(-+) be the topological Borel field on the metric space K (as 
defined above) and let (K, B(K)) be the corresponding measurable space. 
DEFINITION 1. A generalized system of stochastic ontrols is defined by 
the set M ~ {u; u: (12, B, P) --+ (K, B(K))} of all measurable transforms 
of (12, B, P) into (K, B(K)). 
In the sequel we need the concepts of topology for stochastic processes 
introduced by Prohorov. Let 27p be a separable complete metric space with 
643122/~-2 
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metric p and B(Zo) the topological Borel field on Z o . Given two probability 
measures/z 1 and/~ on (No, B(Zo)) the Prohorov metric L(Izl, ix2) is defined 
by L(tzl,/z~) = max{312 , 3~1}, where 8~ = inf{8 :/&(A) ~< t~j(M~(A)) + 
for all closed subsets A of Zo} (i ~ j ~ 1, 2) and N,(A)  is the 8-neighbourhood 
of A. A measurable transform from (D, B, P) to (No, B(X~)) is called a 
No-valued random variable. The Prohorov distance between two No-valued 
random variables xl and xe based on (f2, B, P) is defined by L(xl ,  x2) A 
L(Px~ 1, Px~l). In fact, it is not necessary that both x 1 and x 2 be based on the 
same probability space. It is clear that i fL (x l ,  x2) ~ 0, then Xl and x 2 have 
the same probability law. 
The following theorems will be useful in the proof of the closure and 
compactness of the set M in the L-topology. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Prohorov, 1956, Theorem 1.12, p. 157). For a set of 
probability measures ~ on X o to be sequentially compact it is necessary and 
sufficient hat for every e > 0 there exists a compact set A,  C Zo such that 
tz(A,) > 1 --  E for all iz ~ ~. 
PROPOSITION 2 (Skorokhod, 1956, p. 281). I f  {u~, n = 1, 2,...} are Xp 
valued random variables based on the same probability space ($2, B, P) such 
that the sequence {Pu-~ 1, n = 1, 2,..} is L-compact then there exists a subsequence 
{un,} of {u~} with L-limit u o and further there exists a sequence {u~} of Z,-valued 
random variables such that L(un~ , u'n~ ) = 0 and P{p(u'~ , Uo) ~ O} = 1. 
We are now prepared to prove the following lemma required in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1. The set of admissible controls M (Definition 1) is compact and 
closed in the L-topology. 
Proof. Since U C E r is compact and convex, the set 
K z~ {u EL°~(I, E r) : u(t) ~ U} 
is w*-compact and w*-closed. Clearly the set K is convex. Further, the metric 
topology of K defined by the metric p as given in Dunford, (1964, Theorem 1, 
p. 426) is the same as the w*-topology (L I topology) of K. Consequently, K
being compact in the w*-topology, is also compact in this metric topology. 
Therefore, K -~ K o is a compact metric space and by Theorem 15 (Dunford, 
1964, Theorem 15, p. 22) is complete and separable. Consequently, by 
Proposition 1, the set of probability measures q/defined as 
= {Pu-a: u ~ M}, where M = {u: (g2, B, P) --+ (K, B(K))), 
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is L-compact. Hence for every sequence {u~} e M there exists, by Proposition 
2, a subsequence {u%} of {u~} and anL-l imit u o SO that P{p(u%, %) ~ 0} = 1. 
Thus M is L-compact. For the proof of L-closure let u n e M and suppose 
u n P-* uoP a.e. Clearly, u 0 is B-measurable. Since {un} E M,  it follows from 
the definition of M that u~ ~ K, P a.e. From this fact and the fact that K is 
compact (and closed) in the metric topology, it follows that u 0 e K, P a.e. 
Consequently, u 0 ~ M. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
DEFINITION 2. A generalized stochastic control u~M is called an 
admissible control if B,o ~, (u)VB,o_,(w ) is independent of Bt.tt(dw ) for 
every t e l .  That is, the' controller is nonanticipative. In the remaining 
sections we will allow only admissible controls and use the same symbol M 
to denote it. 
A stochastic process {x(t), t ~ I '} with continuous paths in E ~ is called a 
solution of the system S (corresponding to an admissible control u ~ M so 
that for t ~ I~u(t) = u_(t) assumed fixed throughout) if 
(i) x(t) = x_(t) for t ~ I~ with probability one and Bt0_r.,(x ) v B%.~(u) 
v B%_r.,(w ) is independent of B,,h(dw ) for every t ff I ;  
and if with probability one, 
t 
(ii) x(t) = X(to) + f~oF(-r, x(s), u(s); T --  T ~ s ~< T) dr 
+ f~o G(T, x(s), w(s); T -- r <~ s <~ -r) dw(~). tEL  
The first integral on the right is regarded as ordinary Lebesgue integral 
and the second as the Ito integral (Ito, 1951, p. 14). 
EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION 
Before considering the question of existence of stochastic optimal control 
it will be necessary to investigate into the question of existence and uniqueness 
of solution of the system S. For this purpose we make the following 
assumptions: 
A 1 . There exist two real-valued functions H 1 and H~ e L2(I × I') 
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(where/ '  z~ I~ k) I with Lebesgue measure/~(I) < oo) so that for almost all 
te I  
IF(t, x(s), u(s); t -- T <~ s ~ t) --F(t,y(s), u(s); t - -  T ~ s ~ t)[ 
t 
f [ Hl(t , s)[ ] x(s) -- y(s)l ds 
t--T 
and 
I a(t, x(s), w(s); t -  T <~ s <~ t) -- a(t,y(s), w(s); t - -  T ~< s ~< t)l 
I Hz(t, s)] I x(s) -- y(s)l <~ ds 
t--T 
for all u e K '  and w e C(I', Era). 
A s . There exist two real-valued functions al and a 2 eL2(I) and a real- 
valued function fiz eLZ( I × I') and an integer q >~ 1 so that for almost all 
te I ,  
I F ( t ,O ,u (s ) ; t - -T<~s~t) [  ~< IC~l(t)] foral l  ueK"  
and 
[ G(t, O, w(s); t - -  T ~ s ~ t)l ~ ] ~2(t)l + f l 132(t, s)l I w(s)[q ds. 
t -T  
A~. supo ¢1 x_(t)? ~< C ~ < ~.  
The following proposition will be found useful in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 3. Under the assumptions A1, A s and A3; and for each 
admissible generalized stochastic control u E M there exists one and only one 
solution of the system S with locally bounded second moments and this solution 
satisfies the property B%_T.t(x ) C B_ v Bto,,(u ) v Bto-T,t(w ).
Proof. It is enough to solve the stochastic integral equation 
t 
x(t) = x_(to) + ( F(~, x(s), .(s); ~ - T ~< s ~< ~) dr 
, ]  to 
t 
G(r, x(s), w(s); 7 -- T <~ s <~ 7) dw(-r) t e I. (3.1) + 
to 
To solve this equation we will use the well-known successive approximation 
method (Ito and Nisio, 1964, p. 41; Fleming and Nisio, 1966, p. 783). Let 
{xo(t), t c I '} be any continuous stoehastie process satisfying only the 
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properties: (i) sup~i  # l Xo(t)l 3 ~< a0 z < 0% (ii) xo(t ) = x_(t) for t ~I~ 
with probability one, and (iii) B~0_r,~(Xo) is independent of Bt,~l(dw ) with 
B~0_r,~(x0) C B_ v Btoa(u)v Bto_r,~(w ). Let us also define the sequence 
of random processes {x,(t), t e I'}, n = 1, 2 .... by 
x.(t) = x_(to) + f F(r, x._~(,), . (~) ;  r - -  T ~< s ~< ~') dr  
to 
t 
+ f G(r, x~_l(s), w(s); r -- T <~ s ~ r) dw(r) (3.2) 
to 
so that for each n, x~(t) = x_(t) for t E I~ with probability one. 
It follows from the definition of Ito integral (Ito, 1951, p. 14) and (3.2) 
that 
# I xl(t)l 3 ~ 3~ [ x_(t0)[ ~ 
+ 3(t -- to) f # IF(T, Xo(S), u(s); r -- T ~< s <~ r)l 3 dr 
to 
b 
-4- 3m f g I G f f ,  Xo(S), w(s); r - -  T <~ s <~ z)I 3 dr. (3.3) 
to 
By assumptions At and A3, we have 
f #lF(r, Xo(S),U(s);r-- T <~ s -~< r)13 dr ~< 2(linch 3 -t- Tao2iig~ll3), (3.4) 
I 
and 
f # I G(~-, Xo(S ), w(s); r -- T ~<s ~< r)] ~ dr 
I 
2q+1 
~< 2 (ll a2 [[2 -t- 2ao 3 [I/-I~ [13 + ~-~ mqF(q + 1/2)II/73 II 2 ft l  
to--T 
where 
II =i/I ~ = fi I ~,(t) l  ~ dt, 
and 
H Hi II z= f f [Hi(t, r)12d'r dt, 
IX l '  
fi~(t, r)] ~ d7 dt. 
\ 
[ s - -  to I q ds) ,  
(3.5) 
i=1 ,2  
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From (3.3)-(3.5) and the assumption A~ it follows that there exists a positive 
real number al ~ such that sup~l, g lxl(t)]2 ~< a12< oe. Defining p~(t), 
n = 1, 2,... by 
pn2(t) -- sup [x~(s)--  x~_l(s)l 2 
to<S~t  
it follows from the above discussion and the obvious inequality 
#lx l ( t )  -- Xo(t)]2 <~ 2# [ Xl(t)l 2 + 2# I x0(t)l 2 ~< 2(a12 + a0 2) ~ a2 2 
for all t e I '  that 
pl2(t) ~< a~ 2 < oo for all t E L (3.6) 
Using Ito integral rule once again and the abbreviations F(t, x, u) for 
F(t, x(s), u(s); t - -  T ~< s ~< t) and G(t, x, w) 
for G(t, x(s), w(s); t --  T <~ s <~ t), we obtain 
2 t P.+I( ) ~< 2(t - -  t o + m) d~'d~([ Fb', x .  , u) - F ( . ,  x~_ l ,  u)l ~ 
d to 
+ [ G(~-, x . ,  w) --  G(~', x ._ l ,  w)I 2) for all t e l .  (3.7) 
By use of the assumption A1 and the fact that 
sup g [ x.(t) -- x._l(t)l ~ = 0 n --  1, 2,... 
teI~ 
we obtain from (3.7) that 
o~.+l(t) ~< 2Z(t - to + m) f B~(.) p2(.) &, (3.8) 
to 
where 
f B2(-) £ (I H~(,,s)? + [ H~(,, , )t~)ds, ,e I .  "r--T 
Since H 1 and HzeL~(I  × I') (by hypothesis) B2eL' ( I )  and, therefore, 
p~(t) <~ 2T(t -- t o + m) az2h(t), where h(t) zx f~o B~(~-) dr is obviously 
absolutely continuous on I. Consequently, it follows from (3.8) that, for all 
te l ,  
2 t p,+a( ) <~ a22(2T(t -- t o + m)) ~ h~(t)/n!, n = 1, 2 ..... (3.9) 
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Combining Tschebycheff's inequality and the inequality (3.9) it is easily 
verified that, for every e ~ 0, 
( sup E xo+,(s)-  xo(s)l > (3.10) 
and, for e = 2 -n, 
t sup I.~+l(s) - x~(s)l > 2-~ I ~< a~'~(ST(t-- to + m)),, h~(t) (3.10') 
t o <<. s <~ t n [ 
Defining An = (supto~<~<, I x~+~(s) -- xn(s)[ > 2-n}, it follows from (3.10') 
that 
e (&)  < oo. 
n=0 
Hence Borel cantelli's lemma (Doob, (1964), p. 104) holds and we obtain 
P(lim sup A~) ----- 0, which implies that 
P t sup [ Xr~+I(S ) - -  Xr~(S)[ ~ 2 -n for large n[ = 1 
J 
and therefore 
_ to~s~t  
This shows that, with probability one, {x~} defined by 
x~(t) = Xo(t ) -~ ~ (xdt) -- xi_l(t)), n = 1, 2,..., for t~ I (3.11) 
i=1 
is convergent uniformly on every bounded interval I C [to, ~). Therefore, 
the limiting process {x(t), t ~I} given by x( t )~ lim~ x~(t) exists and is 
continuous in t with probability one. It is clear that 
P lsup I ~(t )  - .(t)l ~ ot = 1. (3.12) 
te l  
By use of the hypothesis A1 it is easily verified that with probability one, 
ft  F(r, x~(s), u(s); r -- T ~< s ~ r) dr 
, )  
to 
--. ~ |,oF(~, x(s), u(s);-~ - -  T <~ s <~ ~) dr, 
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and 
to 
--~ f t  G(.r, x(s), w(s); r -- T ~ s ~ -r) dw(.) 
to 
uniformly on I. Therefore we conclude that x (i.e. the process {x(t), t el}) 
is a solution of the system S. That this solution has bounded second moment 
is proved as follows: Let us define 
driP(t) & sup o~ I xn(s)] 2, n = 0, 1, 2,.... 
to< S <~ t
By use of the assumption A S it is readily verified that 
t 
d~(t) <~ K2(t) + 6(t -- t o + m)T f B2(-r) 2 d._l(-) d., 
to 
where K~(t) given by 
KS(t) Zx 3C 2 + 6(t -- t o + m) f  t. ~([F(~', 0, u)[ ~ + I G(~-, 0, w)12) d~ - 
o 
n = 1 ,2 , . . . , tE I  
(3.13) 
is finite for all t e l .  Further, by successively substituting (3.13) into itself 
one is convinced that 
n 
d~2(t) <~ K~(t) (,~o (6T(t -- t o + m) h(t))*/rl) -~ 6T(t -- t o 4-him) h(t) do2(t) 
Hence 
sup O ] X(s)] 2 ~< 2K2(t) exp{6T(t -- t o + m) h(t)} (3.14) 
to<~S<~t 
for all t E L Thus the solution x has bounded second moment on any bounded 
interval IC  [to, oo) and is independent of tile choice of the process Xo(t), 
tEL  
The uniqueness of the solution is proved as follows. Let x be the solution 
obtained above and let y be any other solution with bounded second moment 
so that y(t) =- x ( t )  for t E I~ with probability one. Defining 
p2(0 & sup ~lx(s ) -y (s ) l  ~, te l ,  (3.15) 
to<~S<t 
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and, using the same procedure as followed in constructing the inequality 
(3.8), we obtain 
p2(t) ~ 2T(t -- t o ~- m) fro B2('r) p~(t) dr, t ~ I. (3.16) 
By use of GronwaU's lemma it follows from (3.16) that p2(t) = 0 for all t E I 
and for all finite intervals I C [to, oo). Thus P{x(t) -- y(t) = O, t ~ I} = 1. 
We conclude the proof of this proposition by showing the validity of 
the inclusion relation for the Borel algebras. From (3.2) and the initial 
condition B%_r,t(Xo)C B_ v B%,t(u ) v Bto,t(w ) it follows that for each n 
B~o_~.,(x, ) c B v B~o.,(u ) v B,o_,-,(w ). 
Since for each fixed t, x~(t) -+ x(t) with probability one we have (coordinate- 
wise) l imsupx(t)  = l imin fx~( t )=x( t )  with probability one. Since 
liminfx~(t) and l imsup x~(t) are B_ v B~o,t(u)v B,o_T.t(w ) measurable 
the limit x(t) is B_ v B%,(u) v Bto_T.~(w ) measurable. This is true for each 
t ~ I, so that we have 
B,0_~,~(x ) c B_ v B~0,,(u) v B,o_,-,,(w). (3.17) 
Remark. It  may be interesting to note that the hypothesis on G under 
the assumption A~ can be weakened to include nonlinearities of the form 
O(e<~m2). 
The following lemma will be found useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose for each x E C(I', E ~) F is a continuous operator in the 
sense that it transforms every p-convergent sequence of K '  into a weakly 
convergent sequence of L2(I ', E n) and further F and G satisfy the assumptions 
A1, A~ and A 3 . Then the response x of the system S is continuously dependent 
on the control u. 
Proof. Let {u~} be any sequence from K'  converging in the metric p to 
an element u* e K '  and let {x~} and x* be the unique solutions (in the sense 
of the previous theorem) of the system S corresponding to {u~} and u*, 
respectively. We will obtain the proof of the lemma by demonstrating that 
I x~(t) -- x*(t)l 2 ---> 0 uniformly on I. For this purpose let us define 
3~(t) ~ sup d ~[x*(s)-x~(s)l  2 for te I  
to~S~t  
and n = 1, 2,.... 
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Clearly, from the above discussion and the Ito integral property it follows 
from the integral Eq. (3.1) that 
I~* ( t )  - ~. ( t ) l  ~ 
t 
~< 3# ]f~(t)l ~ + 3(t --  to) f # iF(r, x*(O), u,(0); r - -  T ~< 0 ~< ~-) 
to 
- -  F ( r ,  x . (O),  u.(O); r - -  T ~< 0 ~< r)l 2 dr 
t 
+3mr d ° la ( r ,x* (0 ) ,w(0) ;~- -  T~r )  
to 
- a(.~, x,(O), w(0); T - T ~< 0 ~< T)I ~ dr, (3.18) 
where 
t 
f.(t) = f F(r, x*(O), u*(O); r - -  T ~< 0 ~< r) 
to 
- e(r, x*(O), u.(O); r - -  T < 0 ~< r) dr. 
Therefore by assumption A 1 we have, for t E I  = [to, tl], 
t 
3~2(t) ~< 38 If~(t)[ 2 + 3T(tl -- to + m) f B~(r) ~J(r) d'~, 
to 
where B~(t) is given by the expression following the inequality (3.8). Again 
it follows from Gronwall's lemma (generalized version) applied to the above 
inequality that 
t 
~J(t) <~ 3# lfn(t)l 2 + 9T(tl -- to + m) f*o B2(*) # If~b-)l~ dr (3.19) 
for all t E I and n = 1, 2,.... 
Since {u~} and u*E K '  and K '  is a bounded subset of L * it follows from 
the assumptions A 1 and A s that with probability one (i) 
If.(t)] 2 ~'~ 8(tl - -  ¢0)I/H1112 aJr '  I x*(s)l 2 ds + 8(t 1 - -  to)N al II 2 
for all t E I uniformly with respect o n. Since x* is the solution of the system 
S (corresponding to the control u*) it has bounded second moment. 
Consequently, @ Ifn(t)l 2 ~< b < oo for all tE I  and n = 1, 2 .... for some 
b>0.  
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Further, since u n ~ u* and x* is continuous with probability one on I 
(Proposition 3) it follows from the hypothesis on F as stated in the lemma 
that (ii) fn(t) -+ OP a.e. uniformly on I. Clearly, I f~(t)l~--* 0P a.e. also. 
It  follows from (i) and (ii) that Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
applies and we have 
lim g [fn(t)l ~ = g~ lim [f,~(t)[ ~ = 0 for all t e L 
n n 
Since d ~ [f~(t)l ~ ~ b uniformly with respect o n and t e I  and B ~ eLl ( I )  we 
can pass to the limit under the integral sign in (3.19). Thus taking the limit 
on eitherside of (3.19) we have l im~8~2(t)= 0 for all te l .  Therefore, 
limn,o~ o ~ { xn(t) -- x*(t)l 2 = 0 uniformly on I. 
By Riesz's theorem there is a subsequence {x%} of the sequence {x~} that 
converges to x*P a.e. uniformly on I. 
Therefore if {Us} ~ NI and u~ --* u*P a.e., then there is a subsequence 
of the sequence {xn} that converges to x*P a.e. uniformly on I. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
Note. The fact that x~ --~ x* inprobability, uniformly on I, implies that 
x~ ~ x* in the Prohorov topology (L-topology). 
EXISTENCE OF STOCHASTIC OPTIMAL CONTROL 
We are now prepared to prove the existence of an optimal control for the 
system S. Let us define a stochastic trajectory set by the set 
l ; x £ x ~ c(I ,  E~): x(t) = x_(to) + f(-~, x(s), .(s); • --  T ~< s ~< .)  d. to 
/ ,  
+ | a ( , ,  x(s), w(s); r - -  T <~ s <~ ~) d, ,  x(t) = x_(t) 
, l  to 
e I~ and u ~ M I . (4.1) for t 
The set X is the set of all random motions x of the system S. 
LMMEA 3. The set X is compact and closed in the L-topology. 
Proof. Since M is compact and closed in the L-topology (Lemma 1) and 
X is a continuous image of M under x (Lemma 2) we conclude that X is 
L-compact and L-closed. This completes the proof. 
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By the L-closure of the set X it is understood that if {xn} is a sequence of 
solutions for the system S corresponding to a sequence {u~} of controls in M 
then the L-limit x o of {xn} is also a solution of the system S corresponding 
to some control u 0 ~ M; i.e., x o ~ X- 
The optimal control problem stated in the introduction is solved in the 
following 
PROPOSITION. 4. I f  q~ is a real-valued nonnegative lower semicontinuous 
cost functional defined on X × M then there exists a control u* ~ M and a 
corresponding trajectory x* E X such that the expected value o~q~(x *, u*) is the 
minimum. 
Proof. Since X × M is L-compact and 9 is lower semicontinuous, 
infu~M ~q)(x, u) is defined. Let 
j = inf ~9(x, u), (4.2) 
q~M 
where x is the response of the system S under the control u. It is clear from 
(4.2) that there exists a minimizing sequence of nonnegative r al numbers 
8cp(xn, Un) that tends to jr with xn E X as the response to the control un ~ M. 
Since (by Lemma 1) MisL-compact andL-closed, there exists a subsequence 
{u%} of {u~} such that u% converges in L-topology to an element u* ~ M. 
Let x* be the solution of the system S under the control u*. Similarly by 
Lemma 3 there is a subsequence {x~} of the sequence {x,n} such that x~k 
converges in the L-topology to an element y*~ X. By Lemma 2, y* is 
equivalent to x* in the sense of L-metric i.e. L(x*, y*) = 0. Thus we need 
not distinguish between x* and y*. From definition of lower semicontinuity, 
~o(x*, u*) ~< lin~inf 9(x,k , un~). (4.3) 
By Fatou's lemma applied to (4.3), we obtain 
8q~(x*, u*) ~< lim infd~9(Xn~, un~) = J, (4.4) 
where the last equality follows from the construction of the minimizing 
sequence. But by (4.2), J <~ gg(x*, u*) and therefore it follows from (4.4) 
that J ~ Cop(x*, u*). This completes the proof of the proposition. 
In common practice the cost functional 9 is given as an integral of the 
form 
~o(x, u) = J ~zF°(t, x(t), u(t)) dr, (4.4') 
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where F ° is any suitable nonnegative real-valued continuous function on 
I × E ~ × E r. Clearly, the functional c? is lower semicontinuous. In fact, 
this is true even when F ° is only lower semicontinuous in x and u for almost 
all t ~ I  and measurable and integrable in t on l fo r  every fixed (x, u) ~ E ~ × E r. 
Another frequently used cost functional is given by 
9(x, u) = f*A(~' F°( t, x(t), u(t)) dt, (4.5) 
~ t 0 
where -ra(X ) ~- inf{t ~ I : x(t) ~ A} is the first time x(t) reaches a closed set 
A C E ~. For a fixed set A C E% "rA(X) is a lower semicontinuous functional 
on C(/, E~); for if x~ -+ x ,  uniformly on I then for every e > 0 there exists 
a natural number n o such that for all n > n o 
{t ~ I : x•(t) E A} C {t ~ I : N~(x,(t)) C A} 
and consequently 
i n f{ te I :N~(x , ( t ) )CA} ~in f{te I :x~( t )eA} forall n >no.  
Therefore, by definition rA(N~(x,)) ~ "ra(X~) for all n > n o and consequently 
rA(Ne(x,)  < lim inf rA(x~). Since e > 0 is arbitrary rA(X* ) < lim inf rA(Xn) 
which is the definition for lower semicontinuity. Thus the cost functional 
(4.5) is also lower semicontinuous and by Proposition 4 there exists an 
optimal control. I f  F ° = l [in Eq. (4.5)], then the problem is to minimize 
the expected time of reaching the target set A. 
An Example 
An interesting example of a class of stochastic hereditary systems (with 
a given past condition is described by 
' f d (o = (Ko(o+ + to 
+ Ka(t, w(t)) dw(t), 
where Ko, K l , f , /£2 ,  K~, x and u are of appropriate dimensions and that 
the elements of the matrix-valued functions K0, K1, K S and K~ are locally 
Lebesgue square integrable. The results of this paper apply to the above 
system i f f  is assumed to satisfy the Lipschitz condition in x. It can be shown 
that if the matrix K~ is not a function of the Wiener process {w(t), t ~ I} and 
if its L z norm is infinitesimally small and further if the past data is any fixed 
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continuous function x_(t) for t ~ [t o - -T ,  to] , then the solution of the 
stochastic system differs from that of the corresponding deterministic one 
(K 3 = 0) only infinitesimally. Therefore an elaborate stochastic analysis of 
the system is expected to yield substantial improvement in the performance 
only if K 3 is strongly dependent on w. 
SYNTHESIS OF OPTIMAL FEEDBACK CONTROLLER 
The problem of considering feedback control u(t)= V(t,y(s), s ~ t) 
based on complete observation y(t)~-x(t)  or partial observation y(t)-~ 
{some of the components of the vector x(t)} (Wonham, 1968, pp. 312-326) 
of the past states is more interesting and is not known to be satisfactorily 
resolved. This problem may be precisely formulated as follows; Let 
D={V:  V(t ,x(s) ; t  0 -  T~s~t)  EUCE r for almost all t~ I '  
[t o --  T, tl] and for all x e C(I', E~)} be the set of all controllers based on 
available information. 
The problem is to choose a controller v E D so that 
~(v) G g fttlFO(t,x(t), v(t,x(s); to-- T ~ s ~ t))dt 
is a minimum subject to the condition that x is now the response of the 
system 
dx(t) -~ e(t, x(s), v(s, x(r); t o --  T % ~- ~ s); t -- T ~ s ~ t) dt 
+ a(t, x(s), w(s); t - T ~< s ~< t) dw(t) 
on I = [t o , ta] corresponding to the choice of the controller v from the 
class D. Mere continuity of F in v does no longer imply that F is Lipschitz 
(At,  Section 3) in x. However, i f F  is assumed to satisfy Lipschitz condition 
(similar to A1) in both x and v and further v is restricted to the class 
Do(CD ) of all controllers atisfying Lipschitz condition in x then 
F(t,x(s),v(s,x(O);t o-  T~0~s) ; t - -  T~s~t)  
is Lipschitz in x. In this situation Proposition 3 remains true for the feedback 
system and consequently we may conclude that for every choice of a controller 
v e D O there is a unique (in the stochastic sense) response x. But since D O 
is not known to be compact (a priory) in the Prohorov topology, it is not easy 
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to prove the existence of an optimal controller and possibly the problem 
may not have a solution under these general conditions. This problem is of 
fundamental importance in the study of the existence of optimal feedback 
controls. I f  D o consists of only a finite set of available controllers, then 
clearly there is a solution to our problem and it does not present any problem 
of theoretical significance. 
It is interesting to note that if u* ~ M is the open loop stochastic optimal 
control for the system S and x* is the corresponding response and if there 
exists a controller v * ~ D o so that for almost all 
te l ,  u*(t) = v*(t, x*(s); t o - -  T ~< s ~< t), 
then v* may be acceptable as the optimal controller. 
From the maximum principle (Pontryagin, 1962, pp. 51-58) it is known 
that even for deterministic systems the optimal feedback controller (at least 
in the time optimal situation) is a discontinuous function of the state variable 
at the switching boundaries. This suggests that the set of controllers D O 
should be chosen large enough to include such possibilities. This leads to the 
question of existence of solution of stochastic differential equations with F 
discontinuous in x. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have proved the existence of stochastic optimal controls 
for a large class of stochastic hereditary dynamical systems using sufficiently 
weaker hypotheses. The class M of controls chosen is the class of B- 
measurable functions with values in a w*-compaet subset K of L~(I, Er). 
The set K was assumed to be metrized by the natural metric induced by the 
w*-topology (Dunford, Theorem 1, p. 426). This class of controls is very 
general and is not easily implementable. Since the results of the paper are 
obviously true for stronger topologies, the set K may be chosen to be strongly 
compact. In that case the controls are easily generated by physical devices. 
The question of feedback control is most natural for stochastic systems and 
it has been briefly discussed in the paper. The question of existence of 
optimal feedback controllers will be reported in a forthcoming paper. 
It should be mentioned that the results of our paper will remain valid if K 
is chosen to be a weakly compact subset of any reflexive Banach space, for 
example, L~(I, Er), 1 < p < oo. 
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